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WESTPARK 
HEALTHCARE CENTRE
West Park Healthcare centre approached us to redesign the website for the Long-Term Ventilation 
Centre of Excellence. The site’s focus was to educate healthcare professionals about the use of the 
Long-Term Ventilation equipment. The site incorporated videos, modules and a user forum. 
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I have been fortunate to work with Playstation Canada to develop, design and 
launch the first ever Playsation Varsity Challenge across eight universities in 
Ontario. I was responsible for designing and producing the branding of the event, 
digital assets (Facebook tab and microsite), all the clothing on-site as well as 
contributed to the structure of the activation footprint. 







FRONT DESK & LEADERBOARDS



PARMALAT.CA
I was asked to develop the corporate site for Parmalt.ca. We decided to keep products and individuals 
brands top of mind for this site. With the use of strong white space and clean open design we were able 
to achieve a site where no brand over powered another and succeeded in providing a B2B minded and 
informative site.
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Onsite Touch 
Screen Kiosk



Black Diamond decided to redesign their brand site. The new site had to be designed to highlight each of 

their products with equal weight as well as showcasing a lot of information at one time. The solution was 

to compartmentalize everything and hide and show information easily. The entire its uses minimum page 

loads to create a seamless experience. This site had also won a Gold Medal from Horizon Awards.

POWERCHECK
The Duracell Powercheck is an outdoor activation designed to react to the volume 

of the audience at concerts. The app was connected monitors and microphones 

that would pick up on the volume of the crowd. When volumes reached maximum, 

an animation would play and T-shirts would be thrown out from the stage.
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CHEESTRINGS
Cheestrings is a brand that I have worked on thoroughly. I had designed three years of 
Cheestrings promotions, where our main character, Cheesy, would go on adventures.  
These promotions are all themed from Cheesy goes to Hollywood to Cheesy as a 
sports legend. All the  promotions consist of interactive websites and many games.
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